
VH Minutes, 12-Oct-21

Whixley Village Hall Management Committee Meeting

7:30pm. Tuesday 12 October 2021

At Whixley Village Hall

Minutes

Attendees: I McNeill, D Fraser, G Lloyd, C Sharpe, J Watkins-Wright

Apologies: M Turner, V Bedford

In attendance: M Soane, part time

Minutes of previous committee meeting
The minutes of the previous meeting of September 14th 2021 were accepted as a true

record and IM was actioned to post them to the website.

Matters Arising
CS was actioned to post details of KT’s appointment to the charity commission website.
All other matters arising were dealt with as agenda items.

Chairman’s Report
IM reported that the hall continues to be well utilised up to Christmas.

Financially the hall is in good shape with current assets of £30.8k over the three accounts
(Bank, Paypal and cash). Receipts over the first 8 months of the year are just under £8k.
Grant finance referred to in last month’s minutes has been received.

Details of all expense headings are available to committee members via the online
accounting system.

K Tolan has joined the committee as a trustee and has had several sessions with IM on
accounting and bookings issues. He has been added to the bank mandate, and the Zettle
account, but online account access has not yet been completed. KT is willing to take on the
treasurer role but will shadow IM for a few months until he is comfortable with the systems.

Money that has been received in respect of Halloween party ticket sales will be ring-fenced
as part of the Whixplay fundraising.  Any donation received for Whixplay or similar
fund-raising projects must be clearly identified as detained for the project in question BUT
also identified as available to the village hall in general should the target project not proceed.

Facilities Manager Report
DF gave his report for the period.
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The asset register is now 80% complete and the target is to complete before the end of the
financial year (Jan 22).  A full asset register will be required when the VH changes status.
MJT has begun electrical safety testing (PAT). Need to emphasise to hall users that any
electrical equipment brought in should be tested by us first. MT took away a rather
dangerous slow cooker that Enid had borrowed and was going to use for the Harvest Supper
- MT was able to repair and test it ahead of the event but it highlighted the sort of risk we can
inadvertently encounter.

IM/KT to contact Community First to determine exactly what is needed by way of asset
accounting.

Hall improvements.  The lighting project is on hold for the moment pending further
discussion on more up to date equipment.  See note below from MJT.

Hall lighting: “Faulty” tube wasn’t actually faulty at all - the tube had been installed the
wrong way round (note this matters in a fitting which has been re-wired for an LED
tube - as ours have).  The strip light fittings are serviceable but cosmetically tired -
old paint etc not just dusty  - so I’d support their replacement on that basis as and
when we tackle the rest.

The coloured bulbs  are not readily replaceable with dimmable LED equivalents - and
furthermore do look very dated: I’d advise we explore and ponder options carefully
before spending the thick end of £1k on just replacing bulbs on a like-for-like basis
even if dimmable LED ones were available (which it seems not). Alternative
suggestions include : (a) replace bulbs with decorative clear (dimmable) LED ones in
existing festoon fittings; (b) strip out the old black festoon cabling altogether and
replace with dimmable warm white fairy light strings. In this event we should also
paint the black steel roof bracing bars white. Need to consider expectations /needs of
badminton players in terms of replacement lights if they hang down more than
existing ones. MJT has bought a no-obligation sample string of dimmable fairy lights
(many such can be connected together to provide full hall coverage) for evaluation.

Exterior Decoration.  The quote from Whites has been accepted and the project is due to
start next Spring, probably May. There were several opinions regarding colour but the
consensus was that we should move to more contemporary colours and away from :MOD
Green”. The exterior scaffolding may have implications for car park access for a brief period.
MJT said that we should consider the acquisition of a portable scaffold ourselves for various
maintenance jobs done by volunteers with health and safety in mind. MJT to investigate.

Planters.  The old planters have been removed.  It was considered desirable to replace them
with suitable planters constructed of recyclable materials and a watering system. JWW/DF
offered to investigate and report back.

Heating. Some users have commented (ironically given recent issues) that the hall is a bit
too warm - probably needs to be set to a nominal 19 degrees C instead of 20. Action DF.
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Heating failure. The recent failure was caused by the burner motor which has been failing to
start due to stiff oil pump and/or motor bearings. MJT was able to free it up and has been
running OK; Johnson’s heating visited on 1st Oct and agreed pump & bearings should be
replaced (running noisy - confirms issue). Johnson’s coming back Friday PM (15th) to do this
and will carry out the annual service at the same time. No need for any concern - burner
assembly is only 6 years old, still current and readily available.

Heating controls. Following discussion with IM it seems the GeniusHub package I mentioned
last meeting will allow us to link the heating system to the Google bookings calendar. The
total cost of hardware for the whole hall would be comparatively modest, around £800, so
well within original £1k estimate, but I strongly recommend we implement it first as a trial on
the hot water system, and then extend it to the heating if we deem it sufficiently successful.
The cost of the kit for the hot water control would be about £200 and this would be
extendable to the hall so no increase in ultimate cost for doing the job in two stages. With
committee approval I will proceed with purchase of the requisite kit. See geniushub.co.uk if
interested. MJT/IM to proceed and test.

Kitchen switches.  Peter Roth (architect) says he’s willing to write a formal letter advising
Knaresborough Kitchens that the present installation fails to meet legal requirements. I will
then instruct KK that we expect them to arrange remedial work, and if they do not we will
have to do so ourselves and then seek recompense through the small claims court. Action
MJT.

Events
We have several upcoming events which were discussed.

Film Night, 15th October. Bookings are slow but with 15 now booked we will proceed with
the event.  IM cannot run the November event so MJT/DF will decide if they can do it or
whether we will cancel.

5K/10K Run, October 17
JWW summarised the progress so far.  All is under control and 100+ runners are expected.
JWW to clarify with Clare Beckette and GL what food is ro be provided (Bacon Sandwiches
preferred). IM to provide a cash float and be available to offer contactless payment for
anyone who turns up on the day.

JWW is still short of 2 marshalls. IM to email the Friends group to see if some more can be
found.

JWW to contact C Roberts to locate the water canisters and the floor coverings.

Bonfire, November 6
RI, KT and DW are all up to speed with what needs to be done for the day.  The immediate
task is to distribute the printed flyers asking for donations. KT to organise with MJT.  RI has
agreed to cover all Whixley Gate. The website donation page is open and active, with just
£34 being received so far.
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GL informed the committee of the new Bookers card.  She has kept one and DF has the
other for safekeeping. IM to contact the Explorer Scouts to see if bonfire builders and
clearers can be recruited.

The Whixplay group will be selling mixed sweet bags & chocolate apples

Heritage Boys, December 11
It was agreed to open the tickets sales now and IM was actioned to do this at a price of
£17.50 with a ticket limit of 66 people (72 including the 3 Heritage Boys and partners).

Help was required for washing up, and IM to see if the scouts are willing to help.

Pantomime, January 27-29 2022
No further discussion as LF was not present.  Ticketing sales needs urgent resolution. CS to
speak with LF.

Quiz, November 27th
GarethChapman has agreed to host a quiz night at the hall and a date of 27th November
has been agreed. IM to contact Gareth with confirmation. Catering will be done by a 3rd
party - either fish and chips or a hog roast. JWW to get a quote from Tancred Farm.

Halloween Party, 30th October
The halloween party was a sell-out in short order and there is now a waiting list. IM agreed
to run the bar

Any Other Business

Playground. Whixplay group met with the design company 2 weeks ago to tweak and
design aspects of the plans. Currently awaiting these new designs

From the last meeting VB was asked about the life span - The wood has a lifespan of 15 - 20
years and will not age the same way in different areas which means it can be replaced in
sections if necessary. It can also be treated to extend lifespan

Question from the committee & designers for the VH committee consideration - would it be
possible to relocate the playground to the area where the bonfire is built next to the football
field? The reason for this question is that it’s enclosed and could be built around the football
field/goalposts. That is the “dog free zone”, we wouldn’t need to take up any more of the
field, the access to it is easier, the fencing is already erected.  We understand this is the
location for the bonfire but this is once a year and could be fenced off elsewhere on the field
each year? And with climate change/air pollution, how many more years of bonfires will there
be?

The committee’s view on location was that all options should be considered, including
fencing off more of the main field to provide more dog-free area. Should the new playground
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and the pump track both be successful in their fund-raising then they should work together to
provide the best solution for the village.

Pump Track. Martin Soane joined the meeting and gave a short presentation on the
proposed pumptrack.  A lengthy discussion was held but in conclusion the committee agreed
to back the proposal and ensure that some of the land owned by the hall would be available
to the project should the fund-raising be successful.

It was noted that the decision to back the proposal was not unanimous and concerns were
expressed by some members that some section of the village population would not support
such a facility, but the majority of the committee were in favour and therefore it was agreed
to proceed.

WI Meetings. DF was actioned to ensure the D Porritt unstacked the chairs in advance of
WI meetings owing to the physical effort required to unstack the chairs.

Next Meeting.  There being no other business the meeting closed at 9:20pm.  The next
meeting will be on 9th November in the Community Lounge at 7:30pm.
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